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Preface
The European Regulation establishing a network code on harmonised transmission tariff
structures for gas (NC TAR) entered into force on 6 April 20171. The Regulation will come into
effect gradually, with some elements of NC TAR applying from entry into force, while others
shall apply as from 31 May 2019. This will lead to NC TAR based tariffs as of 1 January 2020.
The implementation of the NC TAR will inevitably result in changes for Dutch gas transport
tariffs, and hence the Dutch gas system more generally. Because of the importance of these
changes for market participants and consumers, GTS, together with ACM, have sought to
implement the NC TAR with as much collaboration and consultation as possible.
On 19 April 2017, a first meeting took place to kick-off the NC TAR implementation process
in the Netherlands. This was followed by a series of market sessions – organized jointly by
ACM and GTS – in which the key Articles of the NC TAR have been explained and alternative
implementation options have been set out.
More generally, GTS views the NC TAR implementation exercise as an opportunity to take
stock of the Dutch gas market, and consider the strategic direction of the market which the
new tariffs can help support. To this end, GTS – together with market participants – have
used the market sessions to discuss and analyse the key goals and objectives for the Dutch
gas market in the period 2020 – 2024 and beyond. We have also commissioned reports
from specialist consultancies (The Brattle Group and DNV GL) which analysed the Dutch gas
market and the implementation options.
As a result of these studies and market sessions, TTF liquidity, competition, security of
supply, market integration, sustainability and the promotion of transit flows have all
emerged as key goals for the future.
In the market session of 28 September 2017 we presented two scenarios: one based on
the storyline of “Competitive Market, Attract gas” underpinning the importance of the key
market goals; the other one based on the counter factual RPM. Market parties have reacted
on the presented scenarios and gave their first preferences. Based on all the stakeholder
input, we developed a draft proposal which was presented and explained on the market
session of 13 October 2017.
In this document, we summarize the results of the work carried out over the last few
months, as well as our implementation proposal for the future tariff structure. We also set
out the reasons why we think that not only our proposal is NC TAR compliant, but why the
proposal supports the goals that together we have identified for the Dutch gas market.
This document is meant to serve as input for the next phase, in which ACM will assess our
proposal. In the last phase of the developing stage of the NC TAR implementation process,
ACM will write the draft decision on NC TAR which will be published at 1 March 2018.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank market participants and ACM for their
collaboration in the process so far, and we look forward to continue working together to a
successful NC TAR implementation.
1 Commission Regulation (EU) 2017/460 of 16 March 2017 establishing a network code on harmonised transmission
tariff structures for gas.
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1.	New tariff structure in relation to market
development
1.1 Market development over the last 15 years
The Dutch gas market has undergone a remarkable transformation over the last 15 years.
At the beginning of the 2000s, wholesale gas supply was still dominated by the incumbent,
and the gas transport company was integrated with the incumbent gas supply company.
There was relatively little trading, there was no ‘hub’, and shippers and customers had to
contend with multiple gas qualities and the need to book physical quality conversion. Access
to gas storage was relatively limited.
A series of changes over the last 15 years have transformed the Netherlands into arguably
the most dynamic and liquid gas market in Europe. In 2005, the activities of gas transport
and trading were unbundled, with gas infrastructure management to be handled by Gasunie
and its subsidiary Gasunie Transport Services (GTS). The newly created GasTerra was to carry
out the wholesale supply activity as an independent entity, with the same status as any
other shipper. This unbundling of gas transport and supply went further than the prevailing
European rules required, and gave market participants comfort that network tariffs and
access rules would be developed on a fair and transparent basis, without preference for any
one shipper over another.
Over the last 15 years, the Dutch gas transport system has moved away from a ‘volume
based’ system with different gas qualities, to an energy based system, with transport
capacity, bookings and imbalances now measured in MWh rather than cubic meters. As a
result, gas is traded as energy, without regard to the physical gas quality. Traders no longer
have to book physical access to quality conversion, which is handled by GTS. This has
facilitated competition, as new entrants – who had limited access to lower calorific ‘L-gas’
– could effectively compete for smaller L-gas customers using imported high calorific gas
(H-gas).
The introduction of an entry-exit system for gas transport capacity has created the existence
of Virtual Trading Points (VTPs) or ‘hubs’, and vastly increased trading possibilities. Prior
to the entry-exit system, a trader could only sell gas to a party at a physical point in the
network where it could transport gas to, and could only sell to shippers that have physical
transport capacity to move gas away from that point. With the introduction of an entry-exit
system, a shipper can sell at the hub to any shipper that has exit capacity at any point in the
system. The hub is virtual in the sense that it is not possible to say where the gas is physically
at the time of the trade. It is simply ‘within’ the system of VTP. The entry and exit points of
the TSOs pipeline network define the physical boundary of the VTP.
The Netherlands - with its location between large producers such as Norway and Russia
– and large consuming markets such as Germany, Belgium, France, the UK and Italy, has
always been a natural transit point for gas. These transit volumes, combined with large
volumes of production and exports, have resulted in the interconnected Dutch gas grid, with
large volumes both leaving and entering (see Figure on the next page). Dutch consumers and
international shippers have both benefited from this arrangement, as it reduces the costs of
the shared gas infrastructure for all parties.
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The diversity of physical supply, and the presence of large transit gas flows combined with
the creation of the TTF, created the ideal conditions for large volumes of gas trade. Liquidity
on the TTF has grown steadily, not only in the spot and prompt markets but also further
along the curve. The TTF has now developed to be the most liquid hub in Europe.
The high volume of liquid trading on the TTF also began to generate trustworthy and reliable
prices for a wide range of gas products all along the delivery curve. These prices reflect the
supply and demand for gas at a given moment, and market participants both inside and
outside of the Netherlands began to prefer these hub prices to the traditional oil-indexed
prices. As a result, the liquidity of the TTF has been a major factor in the almost complete
transition of gas pricing in North-West Europe away from oil products and toward hub
pricing. Market participants report that TTF pricing is the default choice for gas contracts in
North-West Europe and beyond.
The number of gas storage facilities has expanded and encouraged by the liquidity at the
TTF and the trading opportunities this provides, independent gas operators have developed
commercial storage facilities and offered these services to market participants.
In addition to the events that were specific to the Dutch gas market, GTS has also
implemented the Network Codes deriving from European regulation. These include the
network codes relating to capacity allocation (CAM), congestion management (CMP) and
the balancing network codes (BAL). The timely implementation of these network codes has
contributed to the efficient allocation and use of infrastructure at transparent prices, which
have in turn assisted the well-functioning of the market.
These changes have facilitated market entry. Market participants have found it easy to
access gas and transport capacity on transparent terms, and hence compete for customers.
The consensus of the workshops held with market representatives between April and
October this year is that competition has developed well at all levels of the market.
Because of the presence of the giant Groningen field and the associated infrastructure,
the Netherlands has always enjoyed a secure gas supply. In the last 15 years, this security
has been enhanced by increases in cross-border capacity, and the addition of the Gate LNG
import terminal. The latter has also provided an extra stimulus to TTF liquidity.
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Continued expansion of the cross-border connections and the high volume of cross-border
trade has also meant that the Dutch gas market has become increasing integrated in the
North-West European gas market.

1.2 Current status
In the NC TAR sessions held with market representatives, representatives expressed the view
that the gas market in the Netherlands is currently well-functioning. Moreover, the common
understanding is that this well-functioning market should be retained in the future. TTF is
envisaged to stay the most liquid hub.
To accomplish a well-functioning transparent gas market, diverse and secure physical gas
supply and competition are basic requirements. A developed and transparent entry-exit
system to facilitate gas flows and cross border trade is also important. The existence of
a liquid hub and a connected exchange for spot and forward market is essential for the
development of the well-functioning gas market. Gas will then freely flow to the market area
where the highest value can be created. The network should also be safe and reliable, with
transparent pricing. Such a network will attract gas flows, as risks are low and manageable,
and the diversity of supply sources and infrastructure such as gas storages create economic
opportunities for trading.
Equally important is to enable easy access to the market via network rules. This means that
the market has low entry barriers, is predictable, the market allocates and prices capacity
in an efficient way so that participants use infrastructure efficiently. Hence, European
regulation plays an important role in obtaining a level-playing-field and continuity of energy
supply. Over the past several years, the Netherlands has adapted its rules for access to and
functioning of the gas market in accordance with European regulation. Together with
development of the infrastructure, development of the rules enable improvement of efficient
functioning of the gas market
With respect to the implementation of NC TAR, the leading question is how the tariff
structure for transport capacity can best support the current well-functioning gas market
in the Netherlands in the medium term. In this context, GTS requested The Brattle Group
(Brattle) to analyse the key changes that could impact the well-functioning of the Dutch gas
market, and to establish if and how the future GTS tariff structure can mitigate any negative
effects of these changes. We discuss this work in the next section.

1.3 Future Developments
As set out above, over the last 15 years the market has grown mature, access conditions
have been developed and the energy market is more and more viewed from a European,
rather than a national, perspective. This results in efficient use of the gas infrastructure,
competitive markets and hence maximum welfare for consumers. Part of this success is
shown in TTF being the leading gas hub in NWE and the establishment of a single quality gas
market.
However, the Dutch gas market is subject to ongoing change, and these changes could
potentially threaten some of the positive features of the current market described above.
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One of the most notable changes is the accelerated reduction in Groningen gas production,
accompanied by the natural decline in small fields’ gas production. This will lead to
lower exports, a potential reduction in transit flows, and a potential increase of capacity
availability at the borders. The historical pattern of gas flows will likely change, and the
Netherlands will become a net importer of gas in the coming decade. As a result of these
changes, there has been an increasing focus on security of gas supply in the Dutch market.
Other likely changes include the decline in Dutch gas demand, resulting from ongoing
efficiency measures, the relatively cheap price of coal in the power sector, and the general
development of the European energy landscape. The latter includes the continuing
transition away from the use of hydrocarbons and the ongoing growth in renewable energy
output.
The implementation of the Gas Target Model (GTM) will continue over time, with ongoing
initiatives to integrate markets under discussion. For example, in Germany legislation is in
place that will lead to the integration of GASPOOL and NCG by 2022. Market integration
developments may also include more efficient use of existing infrastructure between
countries and across TSOs. These changes will bring both new opportunities and risks for the
market.
Future market developments:
uuQuo Vadis (EU gas market regulatory framework, study on a gas market design for
Europe)
uuTariff structure starting 2020 (NC TAR based tariffs will be applicable as of 1January
2020, with a next consultation at least once every five year)
uuFurther virtualization of the grid (introducing virtual interconnection points, possible
further integration of markets).

In their report, Brattle has described the key desirable features of the Dutch gas market,
the changes that could affect the Dutch gas market and its desirable features, and how
future tariff structures could mitigate any negative effects of the changes on the market’s
current desirable features. The desirable features which Brattle identified, and which market
participants confirmed in consultation meetings, were:
uuA Liquid Trading Hub: As described above, the TTF has developed into the most
liquid gas trading hub in Europe by several measures. A liquid hub provides many
benefits including price transparency, ease of risk management, and facilitation of
competition, all of which contribute to lower costs for end users.
uuSecurity of Supply: Dutch gas supply is robust against major supply disruptions,
including significant, ‘N-1’ type supply outages or interruptions of Russian gas supply.
uuCompetitive Gas Market: The Dutch gas market is relatively competitive at both the
retail and wholesale levels. The Netherlands scores well on the competition metrics
of the Gas Target Model (GTM) at the wholesale level, and the relatively high levels of
end user switching between suppliers indicate that competition in the retail market is
effective.
uuTransit Flows: Transit flows provide several benefits to the Dutch gas market, such as
lowering gas costs to Dutch consumers, and contributing to hub liquidity.
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The three key elements of the tariff structures which the Brattle report considered were:
uuThe split between entry and exit revenues
uuThe application of multipliers and seasonal factors
uuThe discount for specific entry/exit points

In their analysis of the future possible effects on the Dutch gas market, Brattle noted that
as domestic Dutch production declines, imports will become the marginal or price setting
source of gas. That is, imports will be the most expensive source of gas required to satisfy
Dutch gas demand – including export demand. Since there is only one wholesale gas price
in the Netherlands, this means that the price of imports will set the price for all gas in the
Dutch market.
Further, Brattle noted that to motivate physical imports, the price of gas in the Netherlands
will have to cover the costs of the cross-border capacity. Otherwise, a shipper would prefer to
avoid incurring the cost of cross-border capacity and sell the gas outside of the Netherlands.
Currently, TTF prices are similar to, and frequently lower than, prices in neighbouring hubs.
This means that, as the Netherlands becomes a net importer, wholesale gas prices will need
to increase until the difference between, for example, NCG and the TTF equals the cost of
cross-border capacity. Hence, as the Netherlands moves to becoming a net importer, the
cost of cross-border capacity is not only an issue for shippers using the service – rather, it will
directly influence the cost of all gas consumed in the Netherlands.2 Hence, the ‘new’ Dutch
gas price will be the ‘old’ TTF price plus the cost of cross-border gas transport.

1.4 From a physical to a virtual system
One of the major themes of the Dutch gas market’s development from the user’s point of
view has been the transition away from a system focused on the physical flows of specific
gas molecules to a more ‘virtual’ system, where GTS facilities trades in energy. There has been
a trend to providing the shipper with a given result – for example moving gas from point A
to point B – with the shipper becoming less and less involved in the physical reality of how
GTS achieves the result. GTS has evolved increasingly from an administrator of the network
– managing capacity booking, maintenance etc. –into a service provider. We refer to this
change as a ‘virtualisation’ of the gas transport system.
Examples of this trend include the adoption of an entry-exit capacity booking system,
whereby shippers book entry capacity and exit capacity independently from one another,
and nominate flows without regard to how the gas will flow through the network, where
the gas that they extract will physically come from, or whether there are internal transport
constraints within the system.
As discussed above, shippers have for some time abstracted from issues of gas quality – they
simply nominate volumes of energy to be transported from an entry point to an exit point.
GTS, in its service provider role, is responsible for managing the actual conversion of gas
quality so that the needs of all system users are met.

2 For a numerical example, see the Brattle spreadsheet on the GTS website at https://www.gasunietransportservices.
nl/en/shippers/shippers-information/implementation-process-of-the-european-network-code
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At the TTF, shippers trade gas at a ‘virtual’ point. A shipper could nominate 5 units of gas
at an entry point A, buy 10 units of gas at the TTF, and nominate for exit 15 units of gas at
exit point B. ‘Behind the scenes’, GTS would be responsible for the physical reality of these
exchanges, ensuring that the 5 units of gas entered at point A is consumed so as to minimise
the costs of operating the transport system, and ensuring that 15 units of gas is available to
flow from point B at the required time.
Similarly, with respect to cross-border capacity, TSOs will introduce virtual interconnection
points (VIP) from 2018. This means that the TSOs will take responsibility for moving gas
from one hub to another, without the shipper needing to worry about which physical route
the gas will take, or having to book capacity on a specific route. Commercially, the shipper
obtains the service it wants – to have less gas at one hub and more at another – while the
TSOs can make better use of the physical infrastructure by choosing through which mix of
cross-border points the gas will physically flow.
Currently, the geographic boundaries of many of the Virtual Trading Points in Europe
coincide with either national borders or the limits of a single TSO’s network. However,
this may not be the optimal size for the VTPs. Hence a further possible development is the
integration of existing VTPs across borders. This would result in a further ‘virtualisation’
of the gas market, in that shippers would be able to transport gas across national borders
without the need to book any form of cross border capacity or concern themselves with the
possibility of congestion within the network.
This ongoing ‘virtualisation’ of the gas market, and the emerging role of the TSO as a service
provider rather than simply a network administrator, also has implications for transport
tariffs. Specifically, with an entry-exit system, there is no longer a clear relationship between
the commercial transport services provided – for example, injecting gas at point A and
withdrawing gas at point B – and the physical gas flows as well as assets used to provide that
service. Therefore, the relationship between the notional distance that the gas has travelled
– being the distance between the relevant entry and exit points – and the cost of providing
the service, is not straightforward.
For example, consider a shipper booking entry capacity at point A and exit capacity at
point B. Gas could enter the system at point A, but physically flow to a nearby exit point C,
while the gas which the shipper actually withdraws at exit point B may have come from an
entry point D which is physically close to exit point B. In this case, the assets actually used
to provide the service would have little to do with the physical distance between points
A and B. This scenario is particularly likely in highly ‘meshed’ pipeline networks such as
the Netherlands, where there are multiple entry and exit points distributed throughout
the network. Similarly, for a shipper buying gas at the TTF, and then extracting it from the
system, it is unclear what distance should be used to estimate the costs involved.
Relatedly, while the price of services such as gas transport could vary with the notional
distance travelled by the gas, other services such as quality conversion are clearly
independent of distance.
We conclude that the relationship between the distance that is notionally involved in
providing a gas transport service and the causer of the underlying costs is not appropriate
anymore.
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1.5 Conclusions – key design principles
As explained above, our objectives when determining a future tariff structure are to
maintain or enhance:
uuA Liquid trading hub (TTF)
uuSecurity of supply
uuCompetitive gas markets
uuTransit flows which is widely supported by our stakeholders as shown in the different
market sessions.
Our goal is to comply with the NC TAR, based on a constructive dialogue with and supported
by the market, to develop a new tariff structure that is transparent and understandable for
the market.
We aim to maintain or strengthen the competitive position of the Dutch gas network and
the liquidity of the TTF in order to support the well-functioning gas market and promote the
functioning of our highly interconnected network (Security of Supply & transit).
Based on the historical achievements in the Dutch gas market, the current trends and
the expected future market developments, further virtualization of market services are
necessary. This should be reflected in our services and our tariff methodology.
As set out above, the gas transmission system is increasingly virtual, in the sense that
system users do not have to concern themselves with the physical realities and constraints
of operating the transport system. Rather, shippers simply buy a service, which the TSO
delivers. The future tariffs should reflect the ‘virtualization’ process.
The Netherlands has not only developed into a highly successful gas trading hub, but also
managed to attract large volumes of transit gas flows. As a result of the transit flows and
its exports, the Netherlands has developed a highly interconnected gas network. Dutch
consumers and transit shippers both benefit by sharing infrastructure, as this allows
users to exploit the natural economies of scale which exist for gas pipelines and other gas
infrastructure. Larger gas flows also facilitates system balancing, which benefits all system
users. The future tariffs should promote the continued presence of transit flows so that these
benefits can continue.
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2 NC TAR Implementation Proposal of Key Elements
2.1 Scope
ACM and GTS concluded jointly that regulated services required to gain access to the
transmission network as meant in Regulation (EC) 715/2009, are services within the scope
of NC TAR.
This means that the statutory tasks that are described in the Method Decision for the
regulation period 2017-2021; transport (TT), quality conversion (QC) , balancing (BT),
existing connections (BAT) and connection points (AT), are within the scope and therefore
addressed in this proposal.
The task as described in article 10a, paragraph 1, sub p of the Dutch Gas Act – also known
as WQA – is outside the scope of NC TAR. This is not an exclusive task of GTS, since any
company can provide this service. Therefore this is not a service required to gain access to
the transmission network. The other task that is outside the scope of NC TAR is peak supply.
This is a public service obligation and the characteristic of an obligation of this kind is, that
it is not a service to obtain access, but rather a service which forms an exception to the rules
of normal access.

2.2 Proposed implementation of key elements
All of the proposed elements will be applicable as of 1 January 2020, which will mark the
first tariff year of NC TAR compliant tariffs. In the figure below the proposed implementation
of the key elements which impact the tariff structure have been depicted:
NC TAR element

Implementation proposal

Transmission service (TS)

All-in (TT, QC, BT, BAT, AT): Obligatory TS

Non Transmission service

None

Reference Price methodology (RPM)

Postage stamp, no distance dependency

Entry/Exit revenue split

Stepped approach:
2020-2021: 35%-65%
2022 onwards: 0%-100%

Storage discount

50%

LNG discount

0%

Multiplier/seasonal

One methodology for all points: NC TAR based
Multiplier: Investigate if German algorithm is
applicable for the Dutch situation

Seasonal: Apply NC TAR seasonal algorithm for all
points, with parameter power=2
Calculation of reserve price for interruptible
capacity

Ex-ante, similar to current situation
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2.3 All-in transmission service
GTS proposes to define an All-in service to cover the statutory tasks TT, QC, BT, BAT and AT.
uuTransport task (TT)
This concerns transport of entry and exit capacity (firm, interruptible, backhaul and
storage).
It gives the right to inject a quantity of gas per hour into the national grid at an entry
point and to take off a quantity of gas per hour from the national grid at an exit point.
uuQuality conversion task (QC)
This task confers the right, on a portfolio basis, to inject gas with a specified calorific
value into the national grid and to take off gas with a different calorific value from the
national grid. The TSO bridges the difference between the calorific value of the gas
injected and taken off.
uuBalancing task (BT)
This concerns the balancing of the national grid operated by GTS. GTS and market
parties have a shared responsibility. Market parties are, on a portfolio basis,
responsible for matching the quantities of gas injected and taken off the national grid.
GTS monitors the matching of the overall volumes injected and taken off the national
grid (the balance position) so that the national grid remains at the correct pressure and
can be transported safely.
uuExisting connection task (BAT)
This concerns the operation and maintenance of the existing connections
uuConnection point task (AT)
This concerns the construction, operation and maintenance of the connection point
uuSystem connection task (part of TT)
		This service relates to maintaining the system connections.

According to the NC TAR the All-in service should be classified as a transmission service (TS) if
both of the following criteria are met:3
uuThe costs of such service are caused by the cost drivers of both technical or forecasted
capacity and distance;
uuThe costs of such service are related to the investment in and operation of the
infrastructure which is part of the regulated asset base (RAB) for the provision of
transmission services.
The All-in service provides transport capacity from an entry point to an exit point. Both
capacity and distance are cost drivers, and the assets involved are part of the RAB. Therefore,
the All-in service qualifies as a obligatory Transmission service.
The transmission services revenue of the All-in service is the sum of the allowed revenues for
the different statutory tasks TT, QC, BT, BAT and AT, which have been determined by ACM in
the Method Decision and X-factor decision for the regulation period 2017-2021. GTS does
not have any “Non Transmission service” and commodity based service relevant to
the NC TAR.

3 art. 4.1 TAR NC
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2.4 Reference Price Methodology
We propose a ‘postage-stamp’ methodology to calculate the reference price of the All-in
service. We propose one postage stamp reference price for all entry points and one postage
stamp reference price for all exit points.
The main calculation steps for calculating the reference price, are as follows:

Reference price (entry) =

Reference price (exit) =

(Revenue (entry)
(Forecasted contracted capacity (entry);

(Revenue (exit)
(Forecasted contracted capacity (exit);

The revenue (entry) and the revenue (exit) will be determined by the entry/exit revenue split.
Revenue (entry) = entry revenue split (%) × Transmission services revenue (All-in service);
Revenue (exit) = exit revenue split (%) × Transmission services revenue (All-in service),

where entry revenue split (%) + exit revenue split (%) = 100%.
and
Transmission services revenue (All-in service ) =
Allowed revenue MD(TT) + Allowed revenue MD(QC) +
Allowed revenue MD(BT) + Allowed revenue MD(BAT) + Allowed revenue MD(AT)4

The forecasted contracted capacity is the total amount of contracted and expected capacity
for each point, taking into account the multipliers and seasonal factors. See chapter 8 for an
explanation of the calculation method of the forecasted contracted capacity. We propose to
use a consistent set of parameters when calculating the reference price for tariff year T:
uuTransmission services revenue for tariff year T
uuForecasted contracted capacity for tariff year T
uuEntry/exit revenue split for tariff year T (see below)
The above calculations will be performed in the first step of the picture below. That
picture illustrates the steps to calculate the reference price and the reference price after
adjustments, see 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7.

4	Allowed revenue MD is the allowed revenue set in the Method decision 2017-2021 for the five statutory tasks TT,
QC, BT, BAT and AT
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Cost
Allocation
Assessment

Figure 1 Steps calculating the reference price and the reference price after adjustments

2.4.1 Entry/Exit split
The entry/exit revenue split concerns the breakdown of the transmission services revenue
from the capacity based transmission tariffs and will be applied in the proposed RPM in the
first step (see Figure 1).
We propose to maintain the current entry-exit split, whereby 35% of the allowed revenue
will be recovered from entry points, and 65% from exit points. This will apply for the years
2020 and 2021.
In future, we see that transitioning to a 0%-100% split could have advantages, as we discuss
in Chapter 3.
We therefore propose the following approach:
uuStart with entry/exit revenue split of 35%-65% for the years 2020-2021
uu2022 onwards: 0%-100%
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2.5 Price Adjustments
The proposed price adjustments for storage and LNG are based on Article 9 of the NC TAR.
Storage discount
We propose a storage discount of 50% on both entry and exit side.This discount will be
applied to the reference price of each storage entry and exit point, where the reference
price is the result of the first step set out in Figure 1 (section 2.4). See also section 2.6 for a
description of how the reference price is calculated after the discount has been applied.
LNG discount
The NC TAR allows a discount to entry tariffs for LNG terminals so as to promote Security of
Supply (SoS). Unlike for gas storage, the NC TAR does not indicate the level of discount that
could be applied to LNG terminals. We propose a LNG discount of 0%.
See also 2.6 for calculating the reference price after the discount in case a discount would be
applied.
Tariffs for services with conditions
Besides the price adjustments set in Article 6.4 and Article 9 NC TAR, the transmission
tariffs for services with conditions (short haul and wheeling) should express the conditions
by awarding a discount to the reference price (ref. article 4.2). The tariff for short haul will
depend on the competitive tariffs for comparable situations or circumstances – for example
price levels of other TSO’s, or the cost of new build pipelines. The tariff for wheeling will
depend on the underlying costs related for this service. We propose to analyse the market
need for these two services, but are of the opinion that both services should be possible
within the framework of NC TAR.
Benchmarking
In our opinion NC TAR Article 6.4a gives the opportunity to adjust reference prices at a given
entry or exit point so that the resulting values meet the competitive level of reference prices.
This article can be applied in case of various forms of competition:
uuPipe-to-pipe competition
uuStorage-to-storage competition
uuStorage-to-IP competition
uuInternational LNG competition between different LNG terminals, reflecting that
markets become more international and competitive

At the moment of writing this proposal we see no reason to apply this article to one or more
points.
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2.6 Reference price after adjustments (rescaling)
Each price discount leads to an under-recovery of revenues, which must be recovered from
other network users. Therefore, the discount is a form of cross-subsidization, and this has an
influence on the outcome of the Cost Allocation Assessment discussed in the next paragraph.
We propose to recover the “missing revenues” on an ex-ante basis, by applying the rescaling
option described in Article 6.4c of the NC TAR. We propose to use one rescaling factor to
allocate the “missing revenues” over all entry and all exit points. Note that entry and exit
points of gas storages are also rescaled – so there is no exemption from the rescaling factor
for points that have enjoyed a discount.5
In more detail, we propose to apply a rescaling factor by applying the following steps:
1.

We use the Reference Price (RP) as calculated by the RPM (step 1 & 2 of Figure 1).

2. 	RP’s are classified by group (LNG, storage and other) in order to allocate discounts
to certain groups. We apply a discount to storage RPs. In future, discounts may
be applied to LNG facility RPs (calculation then similar to storage) . We calculate a
post-discount RP for the relevant storage points.
RP (Storage) After discount = RP (Storage) x (100%- Storage Discount%)

3. 	We calculate the missing revenues as the difference of the RP without discount and
the RP after discount, multiplied by the forecasted contracted capacity (FCC) for
each point where the discounted RPs apply.
Missing revenues = (RP Storage-RP Storage After discount ) x FCC point

4. 	We calculate the rescaling factor by dividing the transmission services revenue by
the transmission services revenue minus the missing revenues.
Rescaling factor =

(Transmission services revenue(All-in service)
(Transmission services revenue(All-in service) - ∑ Missing revenues)

5. 	We calculate the Reference price after adjustments by multiplying all RPs (either
discounted or not discounted) by the Rescaling factor.
RP (Storage) After adjustment = RP (Storage) After Discount x Rescaling factor
RP (Other) After adjustment = RP (Other) x Rescaling factor

2.7 Cost Allocation Assessment (CAA)
Article 5 of the NC TAR describes the methodology for a Cost Allocation Assessment
(CAA). The purpose of the CAA is to indicate the degree of cross-subsidisation between
‘intra-system’ and ‘cross-system’ network use based on the proposed reference price
methodology. Intra-system network use means transporting gas within an entry-exit system
to customers connected to that same entry-exit system (“domestic use”). Cross-system
network use means transporting gas within an entry-exit system to customers connected to
another entry-exit system (“transit use”).
5	Note that with the current tariff system, the storage discount of 25% on entry and exit has been be rescaled over
all points except the storage points.
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The first step in the CAA exercise is to calculate the intra and cross-system Ratios. The Ratio
is defined as the revenue for intra or cross-system network use divided by the relevant cost
driver. We use the forecasted contracted capacity as the cost driver for the CAA.6
The ratios have to be determined according article 5.3 as follows:

Ratio

intra
cap

=

Revenue
Driver

intra
cap
intra
cap

Ratio

cross
cap

=

Revenue
Driver

cross
cap
cross
cap

Where Revenue

intra
cap

is the sum of

uuthe transmission services capacity revenue for intra-system network use at entry
points and
uuthe transmission services capacity revenue for intra-system network use at exit points
is the sum of
and Revenue cross
cap
uuthe transmission services capacity revenue for cross-system network use at entry
points and
uuthe transmission services capacity revenue for cross-system network use at exit points
Based on the definitions for cross-system and intra-system network use, the exit points can
be categorized unambiguously as either cross-system or intra-system network use:
Cross-system network use

Intra-system network use

Exit cross-border

Exit industry
Exit local distribution companies (LDC)
Exit storage

This means that the cross-system exit revenue can be calculated directly from the revenues
of the cross-border exit points. The intra-system exit revenue can be calculated directly from
the revenues of the industry exit points, the LDC exit points and the storage exit points.
Based on Article 5.5 of the NC TAR, the forecasted contracted capacity of each entry point
is partly allocated to cross-system and partly to intra-system network use. This will be done
according article 5.5a, which states that the total cross-system entry capacity is deemed to
be equal to the total cross-system exit capacity.
The total cross-system entry capacity shall be used to calculate the cross-system entry
revenue (article 5.5b):
Cross-system entry revenue =

6

Cross-system entry capacity
Total entry capacity

× Total entry revenue

See NC TAR article 5.1
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The intra-system entry revenue will be calculated as the difference between the total entry
revenue and the cross-system entry revenue (article 5.5c):
Intra-system entry revenue = Total entry revenue - Cross-system entry revenue

and Driver cross
Calculation of Driver intra
cap
cap
The forecasted contracted capacity will be used as cost driver for this test (article 5.1).
is the sum of
Where Driver intra
cap
uuthe forecasted contracted capacity for intra-system network use at entry points and
uuthe forecasted contracted capacity for intra-system network use at exit points
and Driver cross
is the sum of
cap
uuthe forecasted contracted capacity for cross-system network use at entry points and
uuthe forecasted contracted capacity for cross-system network use at exit points
The forecasted contracted capacity for cross-system network use at exit points will be equal
to the forecasted contracted capacity at the cross-border exit points.
The forecasted contracted capacity for intra-system network use at exit points will be equal
to the sum of the forecasted contracted capacity at the industry exit points, the LDC exit
points and the storage exit points.
Based on article 5.5 the forecasted contracted capacity of each entry point is partly allocated
to cross-system and partly to intra-system network use. This will be done according
article 5.5a, which has as a consequence that the total forecasted contracted capacity
for cross-system network use at entry points is deemed to be equal to the total forecasted
contracted capacity for cross-system network use at exit points.
The forecasted contracted capacity for intra-system network use at entry points will be
calculated as the difference between the total forecasted contracted capacity at entry points
and the forecasted contracted capacity for cross-system network use at entry points.
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See example below for determining cross-system entry capacity and intra-system entry
capacity:
Total exit: 220
Cross-system network use

Intra-system network use

Exit cross-border

Exit industry
Exit local distribution companies
Exit storage
120

100

(can be calculated unambiguously)

(can be calculated unambiguously)

Total entry: 200
Cross-system network use

Intra-system network use

Entry Dutch production

Entry Dutch production

Entry Import

Entry Import

Entry Storage

Entry Storage
200 – 120 = 80

120
(ref. article 5.5a)
60%

40%

The final step is to use the intra and cross-system Ratios to calculate the parameter Compcap,
as follows:

Comp

cap

intra
cross
= 2x |Ratio cap - Ratio cap | x 100%
intra
cross
Ratio cap + Ratio cap

If the Compcap parameter is <= 10% then there is no need for further action 7. If the Compcap
parameter is >10% then the NRA shall provide justification for the results.
The CAA will be calculated twice – once using the unadjusted RP and again using the
adjusted RP. In this way one can see the influence of the price adjustments on the level of
cross-subsidization.

2.8 Multipliers and seasonal factors
One methodology for all points
We propose to use the NC TAR algorithm for all points, leading to a common multiplier on
all points for each short term product (quarterly, monthly, daily, within-day). We will use
the NC TAR algorithm to calculate the seasonal factors for the different short term products
(quarterly, monthly, daily, within-day). We describe our proposal in more detail below.
This means that we also propose to discard the current monthly factor system.
7

See article 5.6
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Multipliers
Suppose we have the following multipliers for the following standard capacity products:
uuWithin-day: Mwid
uuDaily : Md
uuMonthly: Mm
uuQuarterly: Mq
We propose the following basic principles:
uuMwid = Md
uuMq ≤ Mm ≤ Md

We propose to analyse the German methodology for multipliers and, if suitable, apply this
methodology for the Netherlands to derive multipliers for short term products.
At the moment of writing this proposal we did not finish that analysis, so we can not present
any outcome yet.
Seasonal factors
We propose to use one set of monthly seasonal factors for all points, using the NC TAR
seasonal algorithm and use the forecasted capacity as input.
We propose to use a power factor (refer to article 15.3e) of two. In chapter 7 we calculate
indicative monthly seasonal factors.The seasonal algorithm for monthly factors has been
implemented in a spreadsheet which is available on our website8.
For daily capacity and within day capacity we use the monthly seasonal factors as an input
(as result of step article 15e) and will then take into account the multiplier for daily capacity
in the rest of the steps 15f,g,h. This leads to twelve seasonal factors for the daily and within
day capacity products. It is actually the same as the monthly seasonal factor but corrected
for the multiplier for daily capacity. The quarterly seasonal factors will be equal to the
arithmetic mean of the respective seasonal factors applicable for the three relevant months.

2.9 Interruptible capacity
GTS currently offers interruptible capacity in both a ‘forward’ direction, so with the direction
of physical gas flow, and in a backward or ‘backhaul’ direction. Forward interruptible
capacity makes use of the technical capacity which has not been nominated, while backhaul
essentially diverts some of the forward physical gas flow back in the direction it came from.
GTS offers currently interruptible products on IPs (day-ahead only) as well as on undersea
pipelines (NGT, WGT and NOGAT). Interruptible products will only be offered when firm is
sold out, with one capacity (tranche) determined for each network point.

8

See: https://www.gasunietransportservices.nl/shippers/shipper-informatie/nc-tar-implementatie-proces
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According to the NC TAR, TSOs should price interruptible capacity by applying a discount to
firm capacity. The discount should be based on the probability of interruption, as follows:9
Discount = Pro x A x 100%,
Where Pro is the probability of an interruption. We propose to continue the current practice
of calculating an ex-ante determination of the probability of an interruption. That means
that the total amount of interruptible capacity10 reflects a probability of interruption which
is equal to 15%.
Assuming that shipper behaviour in the recent past represents shipper behaviour in the near
future, we estimate yearly the interruptible capacity for which the maximum chance for an
interruption is 15%11.
With a Pro value of 15%, the ex-ante discount is equal to A x 15%, where A is the adjustment
factor which reflects the estimated economic value of the type of standard capacity
product for interruptible capacity, calculated for each, some or all interconnection points12.
According to NC TAR the value of A shall be no less than 1.

9 NC TAR Article 16.2.
10 NC TAR Article 16.3
11 See chapter 9
12 T
 he value of A will be set or approved in accordance with Article 41(6)(a) of Directive 2009/73/EC pursuant to
Article 28
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3.	Implementation proposal and compliance with
regulation
In this chapter, we explain why the proposed tariff methodology complies with the
applicable regulation as well as justify the different choices made. To this end, we first
demonstrate that the desirable features of the proposed tariff structure have a basis in the
overarching objectives of the Gas Regulation and the NC TAR. After this, we explain why
the proposed tariff methodology complies with the requirements of Article 13 of the Gas
Regulation and Article 7 of the NC TAR, as well as with the assessment framework of ACM.
Finally, we justify why, among the possible compliant options, GTS has made these specific
methodological choices.

3.1 The desirable features have a basis in Gas Regulation and NC TAR objectives
In this part of the report, we demonstrate why the desirable features of the proposed tariff
structure, described in the previous chapter, have a basis in the overarching objectives of EU
Regulation 715/2009 (the Gas Regulation) and the NC TAR. While the explicit requirements
for an acceptable tariff structure come from the NC TAR, the latter is also based on the
Gas Regulation, which makes the overarching objectives of the Gas Regulation likewise
relevant. Below, we summarise the objectives of the Gas Regulation and the NC TAR which
serve as a basis for the desirable features of the proposed tariff structure. We highlight in
bold the desirable features as mentioned in paragraph 1.3 of this report.
Gas Regulation:
uuTo deliver real choice for gas consumers, create new business opportunities and
promote cross-border trade (transit flows), so as to achieve efficiency gains,
competitive prices (competitive gas market) and higher standards of service, and to
contribute to security of supply (security of supply) and sustainability;13
uuImplement tariff structures which avoid foreclosure of downstream supply markets
(competitive gas market, transit flows);14
uuTo enhance competition through liquid wholesale markets for gas (competitive gas
market, liquid trading hub) by allowing gas to be traded independently of its physical
location in the system;15
uuTo lay down rules for the trading of primary capacity rights, which will contribute to
the development of a competitive market (competitive gas market) and creating
liquidity (liquid trading hub).16

NC TAR:
uuContribute to market integration (transit flows), enhance security of supply (security
of supply).17

13
14
15
16
17

Recital 1
Recital 10 of the preamble to the Gas Regulation
Recital 19 of the preamble to the Gas Regulation
Recital 29 of the preamble to the Gas Regulation
Recital 1 of the preamble to the NC TAR
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3.2 I mplementation proposal and compliance with NC TAR and the Gas
Regulation
In this section of the report we explain in detail why the proposed new tariff structure is
compliant with the requirements of Article 7 NC TAR and Article 13 of the Gas Regulation.
Article 7 of the NC TAR sets out five requirements for the reference price methodology.
In addition to these five requirements, Article 7 NC TAR requires the reference price
methodology to comply with Article 13 of the Gas Regulation. Several of the requirements in
Article 7 NC TAR overlap with Article 13 of the Gas Regulation. In Figure 2 below, we set out
the requirements and illustrate the overlap.

NC TAR

Gas regulation

Take into account
the need for system
integrity and its
improvement
Take into account the actual cost
incurred for the provision of
transmission services considering
the level of complexity of the
transmission network
Ensure that
significant volume risk
related particularly to
transports across an
entry-exit system is not
assigned to final customers
within that entry-exit system

Ensure non-discrimination and
undue cross-subsidisation by
taking into account the cost
allocation assessments as in Art. 5
of NC TAR
Enable network users to reproduce
the calculation of reference prices
and their accurate forecast
Not distort trade across borders
of different transmission system

Include an appropriate
return on investments
Where appropriate take
account of the benchmarking
of tariffs by the regulatory
authorities
Facilitate efficient gas trade
and competition
Provide incentives for
investment
Maintain or create
interoperability
for transmission networks

Not restrict market liquidity

Figure 2: Requirements of Article 7 NC TAR and Article 13 of the Gas Regulation
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Based on the above analysis of the requirements of Article 7 NC TAR overlapping with Article
13 of the Gas Regulation, we conclude that the reference price methodology shall:18
uuBe transparent, reproducible and predictable - network users should be able to
reproduce and forecast reference prices;
uuReflect the actual efficient costs incurred, taking into account the level of complexity of
the transmission network;
uuEnsure non-discrimination;
uuPrevent undue cross-subsidisation by taking into account the cost allocation
assessments set out in Article 5 of the NC TAR;
uuEnsure that the resulting reference prices do not distort cross-border trade.

ACM has also developed specific assessment criteria for whether the implementation
proposal meets the above criteria. We explain below how our implementation proposal
meets the requirements set out above as well as ACM’s criteria.
Transparency, Reproducibility and Predictability
The proposed All-in postage stamp methodology is transparent and predictable, because it
relies only on three, easy to understand and relatively stable ‘ingredients’: the transmission
services revenue, the entry/exit revenue split and the forecasted contracted capacity. The
ACM sets the allowed revenue for five statutory tasks (TT, QC, BT, BAT, and AT) for each year
of the regulation period , according to a transparent methodology which is fixed for the
whole regulation period. The transmission services revenue is the sum of those five allowed
revenues. The entry/exit revenue split, as set out in chapter 2.4.1, may evolve over time, but
only in a predictable path and following appropriate consultation. Forecasted contracted
capacity is a transparent parameter as it is based on an assumption about how much of the
available capacity - which is public knowledge – shippers will book. While it may not always
be easy to accurately predict capacity bookings, shippers can take their own view on the
process if they wish to estimate how network tariffs might evolve over time. Accordingly,
the proposed All-in postage stamp methodology allows system users to both understand
how GTS has derived the tariffs, and to forecast how tariffs will evolve. Unlike the capacity
weighted distance reference price methodology, postage stamp tariffs do not depend on
network configuration. Hence, system users do not need to understand the topography of
the pipeline system, or how this might change over time, to reach a view on future tariffs.

18

N
 ext to these requirements Article 13 of the Gas Regulation also contains a number of other requirements. Even
though these requirements according to article 13 also see to the methodology for calculating the tariffs, in practice some of them relate to the tariffs themselves and not so much to the tariff methodology (e.g. the requirement
that tariffs shall be set separately for every entry and exit point). Others essentially boil down to the overarching
objectives mentioned in paragraph 3.1 above. As indicated above the desirable features of the proposed tariff
methodology have a basis in these objectives. For these reasons, we have chosen to, in this paragraph, focus on
compliance with the main, overlapping requirements in article 13 of the Gas Regulation and article 7 of the NC
TAR.
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ACM assessment framework
ACM indicates that transparency demands that the RPM needs to be based on
i. A public calculation methodology in which different steps of calculating the tariff have
been made public;
ii. The input data used for calculating a tariff have been made public to the extent possible
(confidentiality of data);
iii. The input data should be predictable to a reasonable extent.

With reference to recital 3 of the preamble of the NC TAR ACM indicates that a reasonable
level of reproducibility and predictability is sufficient.
Ad i) all essential steps in calculating the tariff are published. See also chapter 2, in which all
steps of the RPM have been explained.
Ad ii) the input data required are forecasted contracted capacity on an aggregated level for
all entry points on the one and all exit points on the other side. This information is made
public.
Ad iii) the input data consists of two main categories: allowed revenue and forecasted
contracted capacity. Allowed revenue is a given for the remainder of the regulation period.
The forecasted contracted capacity is the total amount of contracted and expected capacity
for each point taken into account the multipliers and seasonal factors. Calculation is
explained in chapter 8. GTS will publish estimates of the forecasted contracted capacity for
the remainder of the regulation period.
Cost reflectivity
The principle of cost-reflectivity requires the tariffs to reflect the efficient costs incurred by
the TSO. According to article 13(1) of the Gas Regulation, the tariffs charged by a TSO shall
reflect the actual costs incurred, insofar as such costs correspond to those of an efficient and
structurally comparable network operator. ACM bases the total allowed revenue of GTS on
the efficient actual costs incurred by GTS. As ACM bases the total allowed revenue of GTS on
GTS’s efficient actual costs, the resulting tariffs are by definition cost-reflective.
With an All-in service through a postage stamp tariff, the tariff is calculated by dividing the
allowed revenue by the forecasted contracted capacity. Therefore the tariff is based on the
efficient costs per capacity unit, which is a reasonable level of cost reflectivity.
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Costs caused by shippers in a virtual gas world
In addition, as described in Chapter 1, transmission services have become increasingly
virtual, in that the physical assets have become increasingly removed from the services
provided. This virtualization consists of for example:
uuA decoupled entry/exit system in which contractual paths no longer exist;
uuA single gas quality system;
uuVirtual trading via the TTF hub (physical entry - virtual exit and vice versa);
Virtualization is an ongoing process and will become stronger with the introduction of
Virtual Interconnection Points (VIPs) (November 2018) and possible further integration of
markets in the future.
Furthermore, network operators in practice physically optimize network management
via for instance swaps. As such, physical network management is increasingly less directly
connected to the commercial portfolio management by shippers.
In addition, in a meshed entry-exit system, with its large variety of different gas sources and
qualities and therefore many entry and exit points it is even more difficult, if not impossible,
to allocate a given set of physical assets to a given transport service. In a meshed system, like
the Dutch gas transport system, to a large degree all users are using all of the assets.
We conclude that calculating distance related costs caused by the shipper is not appropriate
anymore, however due to the fact that the tariffs are capacity based this means that the
system user pays more when he contracts more capacity and this is a reasonable level of cost
causing.
ACM assessment framework
According to ACM cost-reflectivity comes down to the costs of network use being reflected in
the specific entry or exit point. With reference to recital 3 of the preamble of the NC TAR ACM
indicates that a reasonable level of cost-reflectivity suffices.
ACM identifies 4 minimum requirements to the allocation of costs to entry and exit points:
1. All costs incurred for offering capacity at entry and exit points are allocated to these
points;
2. To each entry or exit point the direct costs and a fair share of the indirect costs of
network use at the specific entry or exit point are allocated. According to ACM, direct
costs are costs that are directly attributable to an individual entry or exit point;
3. Allocation of indirect costs to each entry or exit point respectively is done by means of
the same cost allocation key/formula; and
4. The parameters used in the cost allocation key reflect the degree in which, through the
respective entry or exit point, use is made of the network.
Ad 1; In the GTS proposal all costs incurred in offering capacity at entry and exit points are
allocated to those entry and exit points. There are no costs incurred by GTS for offering
capacity at entry and exit points that are not reflected in the tariffs.
Ad 2; As described above in a virtual decoupled entry and exit system, use of assets (which
ACM refers to as production means) as well as the resulting costs (TOTEX) can no longer be
directly linked to individual points. Because of this characteristic GTS no longer has direct
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costs as defined by ACM. Therefore only indirect costs can be allocated to entry and exit
points. In the GTS proposal all costs incurred by GTS are equally allocated to entry and exit
points by means of an All-in service and postage stamp tariff.
Ad 3; Both for the entry points on the one side and the exit points on the other side, costs are
equally allocated by means of a postage stamp methodology.
Ad 4; the tariff is capacity based, therefore the use of the network is reflected in the
chargeable amounts.
Non-discrimination
Non-discrimination implies that shippers should pay the same price for the same service.
With the All-in postage stamp reference price methodology, all entry points pay the same
price and all exit points pay the same price. This reflects the reality that all shippers are using
the same assets and are being provided with the same service – being to move gas to the
virtual hub in the case of entry points and extract gas from the hub in the case of exit points.
Hence an All-in postage stamp reference price methodology is non-discriminatory;
ACM assessment framework
ACM has indicated that costs which can directly be related to individual entry or exit points,
need to be allocated to the entry or exit point(s) in question. Costs which cannot directly be
related to specific entry or exit points are to be allocated according to a non-discriminatory
cost allocation key which prevents substantial cross-subsidization and reflects the use made
of the network.
As noted above, because of the meshed and virtual nature of the transmission system, it
is not possible to allocate specific costs to individual entry or exit points. Therefore, our
proposed reference price methodology allocates the costs according to a non-discriminatory
cost allocation key which prevents substantial cross-subsidization and reflects the use made
of the network. The cost allocation key proposed by GTS is non-discriminatory and prevents
cross-subsidization since shippers pay the same price for the same service.
Prevent undue cross-subsidisation
In section 2.7 of this report we apply the cost allocation assessment set out in Article 5 of
the NC TAR to the proposed All-in postage stamp methodology. As set out in section 2.7, the
assessment tests the degree of cross-subsidization between domestic and transit network
use. Article 5 of the NC TAR requires the NRA to justify cross subsidization exceeding 10%.
We find that the methodology results19 in a less than 10% intra-system and cross-system
cross-subsidisation20. Therefore, the All-in postage stamp methodology does not lead to
undue cross-subsidisation, and does not require further justification on this point.
ACM assessment framework
ACM has indicated that costs which can directly be related to individual entry or exit points,
need to be allocated to the entry or exit point(s) in question. Costs which cannot directly
be related to specific entry or exit points are to be allocated according to a non-discriminatory cost allocation key which prevents cross-subsidization and reflects the use made of
19 See chapter 4
20 See article 5(6) NC TAR
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the network. According to ACM, there is no substantial cross-subsidization if the reference
prices reflect the costs of the use of the network through a specific entry or exit point.
For the reasons given above, the GTS proposal also complies with these requirements.
Prevent distortion of cross-border trade
Tariffs could distort cross-border trade if there – for example – was a large degree of cross
subsidy, so that border points bear an undue proportion of the costs. As the proposed All-in
postage stamp reference price methodology does not involve excessive cross subsidies, no
distortion of cross-border trade will occur.
ACM assessment framework
According to ACM, the principle that cross-border trade should not be distorted requires
reference prices to contribute to efficient cross-border trade and competition. ACM
states that if reference prices reflect the costs of network use, this contributes to efficient
cross-border gas trade. According to ACM, this specific requirement in essence requires
cost-reflectivity.
GTS refers to the above paragraph on cost-reflectivity for justifying compliance of the proposed
tariff methodology with the requirement of preventing distortion of cross-border trade.

3.3 Explanation and rationale of implementation proposal
The implementation proposal set out in chapter 2 represents only one of a large number of
potential NC TAR compliant tariff structures. In this section we explain and motivate the
specific choices that we have made for each of the key elements of our implementation
proposal. ACM has indicated, with reference of article 6 (1) of the NC TAR, that in weighing
the different parameters the findings of the market consultation play an important role.
Based on the outcomes of the various market sessions21, we conclude that:
uuParties acknowledge market developments, appreciate the pro-active GTS approach
and agree that the Dutch gas market currently is well-functioning and that this should
be retained. The four main desirable features are:
- Effective competition
- Liquid hub
- Security of Supply
- Transit flow
uuParties acknowledge that attracting gas is beneficial for the Dutch gas market
uuThe implementation proposal shall be NC TAR compliant
uuA transition period may be helpful to adapt to the new tariff structure, in combination
with clearly defined steps
uuIncentives for efficient investment and operation and use of the system should be in
place

21

See also chapter 5
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Below we will explain why we have made these specific choices.

NC TAR element

Implementation Proposal

Transmission service

All-in (TT, QC, BT, BAT, AT): Obligatory TS

Non Transmission service

None

Reference Price methodology (RPM)

Postage stamp, no distance dependency

Entry/Exit revenue split

Stepped approach:
2020-2021: 35%-65%
2022 onwards: 0%-100%

Storage discount

50%

LNG discount

0%

Multiplier/seasonal

One methodology for all points: NC TAR based
Multiplier: Investigate if German algorithm is
applicable for the Dutch situation
Seasonal: Apply NC TAR seasonal algorithm for all
points, with parameter power=2

Calculation of reserve price for interruptible
capacity

Ex-ante, similar to current situation

All-in transmission service
GTS has evolved increasingly from an administrator of the network – managing capacity
booking, maintenance etc. – into a service provider. We refer to this change as a
‘virtualisation’ of the gas transport system. Already in the current situation, shippers book
all-in transport capacity (TT), because when contracting transport capacity automatically
QC, BT, BAT and AT will be contracted. Shippers cannot avoid booking these components.
We believe that offering an All-in service to our customers is a logical next step which reflects
the increasing virtualization of the grid, and the fact that GTS has become more and more
a service provider. The transmission grid is interconnected, and everyone is a beneficiary
with respect to transport and related services. Each entry or exit is connected to the
grid, therefore is it logical that each point contributes to connection costs. In the current
situation not all points have a connection tariff component.
The idea of an All-in service is based on the received market response and is widely supported
by the market. The All-in service covers the statutory tasks TT, QC, BT, BAT and AT.
Reference Price methodology (RPM)
In the entry-exit system, which was introduced in the Third Energy Package in 2009,
transmission costs are no longer associated with one specific route. Rather, many paths
are possible as entry and exit capacities can be booked separately, and shippers can deliver
gas from/to any entry/exit point. Through QC, shippers experience a one quality system,
which enables them to book energy instead of specific gas qualities. Shippers have different
booking behaviour and will use the TTF as a trading point (for instance physical entry and a
virtual exit on the TTF or vice versa). In this system it is the TSO who decides about the most
efficient gas flow inside the entry-exit system (for instance through physical swaps between
TSOs). Under the current entry-exit model it is therefore not possible to track typical gas
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flows caused by shippers using specific entry and exit points (which was the case in the
previous point-to-point environment). Calculating distance related costs caused by the
shipper is not appropriate anymore.
The next step in virtualization will be set by introducing VIPs as of November 2018. A
distance related tariff methodology should determine what the location of a VIP should be,
which is not necessary when applying a postage stamp methodology.
We conclude that the distance dependency of transport services is unclear, and that different
distance-related models (Matrix Approach, Distance to Virtual Point Model, Capacity
Weighted Distance Model) lead to different, and somewhat arbitrary results.
We conclude that, adopting a postage stamp tariff methodology is a logical step towards
a further virtualization of the grid. Based on our observations during the different market
sessions and written stakeholder response, this will be widely supported by the market.
Use of realisations of previous years (T-2) which is applied in the current methodology for
calculating tariffs for year T is not logical. Although NC TAR gives no definition of “forecasted
contracted capacity” the name suggests that it reflects a forecast of the tariff year for which
the reference prices will be calculated.
We propose to use a consistent set of parameters when calculating the reference price for
tariff year T as defined in chapter 2.
Entry/exit revenue split
In their report, Brattle argues that to attract imports, the price at TTF will need to cover the
cost of IP entry tariffs. Hence, relative to today, TTF prices will need to rise by about the level
of the IP entry tariff. In a world where the Netherlands is a net importer, increasing entry
tariffs will lead to higher TTF/commodity prices for all Dutch gas consumers.
Hence, as the Netherlands moves to becoming a net importer, the cost of cross-border
capacity is not only an issue for shippers using the service – rather, it will directly influence
the cost of all gas consumed in the Netherlands. Hence, the ‘new’ Dutch gas price will be
the ‘old’ TTF price plus the cost of cross-border gas transport. In this respect, it would not
be desirable to increase the percentage of revenue recovered from entry points above the
current 35%22.
Ultimately, GTS believes that an entry/exit revenue split of 0%-100% will be most favourable
for attracting gas and avoiding increases in the gas commodity price (in the current
situation most end users pay already transport at their exit point plus a TTF commodity
price, which is entry paid gas, or put in other words end users already pay for entry and exit
transport and for the commodity of the gas). Several stakeholders do believe the same and
are in favour of such a split. But we also acknowledge that several parties have expressed
concerns that it is difficult to prove that the benefits of (relatively) lower commodity prices
will offset higher exit transport cost. Some parties are also concerned that higher exit
tariffs harm transit flows. Some parties are in favour of a 50-50 split, partly based on the
22	Note that the proposed RPM with a 35%-65% entry/exit revenue split results in higher entry IP tariffs compared to
the tariff proposal 2018, see chapter 4.
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prescribed split in the counter factual, but this is a not a general NC TAR obligation for other
RPMs than the counter factual.
In case of a 0%-100% split, several issues need to be solved and considered: Contracting
capacity, nominating, preventing possible hoarding, right incentives for investing at entry
points, considering the effect on long term contracts, and transport via the TTF market area
through BBL. The 0-100% split should not lead to inefficient investments or non-prudent
behaviour. Incentives will most likely include upstream and downstream transport
information, which is also logical from the perspective that virtualisation will further
increase in future.
We therefore conclude that a step wise approach to a 0%-100% would be most suitable and
acceptable for the market:
uu2020-2021: 35%-65%
uu2022 onwards: 0%-100%
Storage discount
The market shows wide support for the lowest required storage discount (50%). Some
parties argue for a discount of 100%. As mentioned in the recitals of the preamble of the NC
TAR we need to avoid double charging for transmission to and from storage facilities.
As a storage is also regular user of the system, we do not see a rationale to apply a higher
discount than the minimum required level of 50% at both entry and exit side.
LNG discount
Based on stakeholder response we conclude that the market shows little support for a
discount for LNG entry points. A discount can be given, according to NC TAR, for the purpose
of increasing Security of Supply. In NC TAR no indication of the level of discount is given.
Security of supply (SoS) is currently not an issue and we foresee that it will not be in 2020.
We conclude that there is no rationale to apply a discount to LNG entry points for 2020.
Somewhere in the 2020’s there could more need for LNG because Netherlands will become a
net importer. The SoS argument may then be applicable. As the NRA has to organize a yearly
consultation on the level of discount for LNG terminals, this issue can be monitored on a
yearly basis.
Multiplier/seasonal factors
Multipliers
The NC TAR allows to choose a factor of between 1 to 1,5 for quarterly and monthly
multipliers, and a factor of 1 to 3 for daily multipliers. TSOs are also able to choose different
multipliers for quarterly, monthly and daily capacity products. The application of multipliers
is obligatory for IPs – non-IPs are not covered.
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Seasonal factors
We have discretion to choose:
uuNo seasonal factors (on some IPs)
uuThe same seasonal factors for all IPs
uuThe same seasonal factors for groups of IPs
uuA different seasonal factors for each IP
TSOs are also allowed to select the level of seasonality of the tariffs by choosing the
parameter referred to in article 15(3)(e) between 0 and 2. Seasonal factors are optional for
IPs - non-IPs are not covered.
One methodology for all points
Notwithstanding that non-IPs are excluded from the NC TAR, we propose to use a common
methodology for all points, rather than applying a mix of the current monthly factors on
non-IPs and ‘NC TAR’ factors on IPs.
This choice is driven by offering our shippers a transparent and predictable and herewith
a simple system. Two different methodologies would not serve that goal. Based on market
response we believe there is support for this approach.
Multiplier proposal
uuFor all short term products the minimum allowed multiplier is not desirable, since this
would be detrimental for long term (year) contracts;
uuFor all short term products the maximum allowed multiplier is not desirable, since this
would be detrimental for short term trade;
uuA basic solution would be to apply higher multipliers when booking for a shorter
period;
uuWe propose to analyse German methodology and if suitable apply this for the
Netherlands to derive the multipliers for each short term product.
Seasonal factors proposal
Seasonal factors are used to foster efficient system use by allowing higher reserve prices
in months with high utilization rates, and lower reserve prices in low-utilization months
(system load). High utilization rate has led to current network dimension and a high
utilization rate leads to higher operational costs (compression). Therefore we conclude
that even in a model where virtualization of the grid is on-going, seasonal factors are still
relevant to prevent that shippers can pay less than the cost of capacity by booking a series of
profiled seasonal products.
We propose to use one set of monthly seasanol factors for all points, using the NC TAR
seasonal algorithm and use the forecasted contracted capacity as input. In addition, we
propose to use a power factor (refer to article 15.3e) of two. The consequence of applying
this factor is that the difference of seasonal values between winter and summer will
increase. This pattern is a better reflection of the fact that our network has been designed for
a -17˚C situation.
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Calculation of reserve price for interruptible capacity
The proposed choice for ex ante discount is widely supported by the market. A fixed ex
ante discount for interruptible and backhaul services contributes to transparent and
predictable tariffs, as by definition users know what the discount will be in advance. The
value of interruptible capacity depends on the probability of interruption. Hence, the pricing
methodology is cost reflective because it depends directly on the probability of interruption.
The proposed implementation is similar to the current method.
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4. Numerical results of proposed implementation
We have used the following assumptions to calculate the indicative reference prices applying
our implementation proposal:
uuTariff results for tariff year 2018
uuExpected revenues based on Method Decision and X-factor decision for year 2018,
identical to input tariff proposal 2018 (TV18)
Task

Allowed revenue

TT

€705.097.713

QC

€107.245.423

BT

€27.034.463

BAT

€44.121.338

AT
Total

€614.462
€884.113.399

uuForecasted contracted capacity identical to “rekenvolumes” used in TV18
uuIndicative tariffs based on web based tariff calculation tool
uuThe figure below depicts the indicative results of our implementation proposal for
the tariff year 2018. These results of the postage stamp RPM and also the indicative
tariffs per network point can be calculated using the web based tariff calculation tool,
available through our website.23
NC TAR implementation proposal
Segment

% revenue Postage stamp (€/kWh/h/y)

Entry border point
Entry production point
Entry storage
Exit border point
Exit industrial point
Exit local distribution point
Exit storage

8,5%

€ 1,241

12,5%

€ 1,241

9,6%

€ 0,620

30,3%

€ 2,066

9,1%

€ 2,066

24,9%

€ 2,066

5,1%

€ 1,033

CAA before price adjustments

2%

CAA after price adjustments

5%

The figure below depicts the results of the tariff proposal 2018. The “average tariff” is
calculated using the revenues of the specific segment divided by the forecasted contracted
capacity for that segment.

23

See: https://www.gasunietransportservices.nl/en/shippers/shippers-information/tariff-calculation-tool
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Tariff proposal 2018
Segment

% revenue

Minimum tariff Average tariff
(€/kWh/h/y)
(€/kWh/h/y)

Maximum
tariff (€/
kWh/h/y)

Entry border point

7,3%

€ 0,976

€ 1,073

€ 1,880

Entry production point

14,2%

€ 1,336

€ 1,413

€ 2,068

Entry storage

18,0%

€ 0,998

€ 1,160

€ 1,307

Exit border point

25,5%

€ 0,566

€ 1,736

€ 2,387

Exit industrial point

7,8%

€ 0,525

€ 1,770

€ 3,295

Exit local distribution point

23,0%

€ 0,622

€ 1,899

€ 8,221

Exit storage

4,2%

€ 0,462

€ 0,841

€ 1,104
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5. The Stakeholder Consultation Process
ACM and GTS organized four market sessions before the summer of 2017. In these sessions
we have jointly explained the different articles of NC TAR and we have discussed and showed
several implementation options.During the summer period GTS commissioned a report
from The Brattle Group which analysed how changes in gas transport tariff structures could
help mitigate the effect of future changes to the Dutch gas market. By ‘tariff structures’,
we mean the distribution of the allowed revenue recovery between different entry and exit
points in the Dutch gas transport network.
DNV GL has, on request of GTS and market parties, provided an overview of the current tariff
regimes in six neighbouring countries, mapped the process for implementing NC TAR and
has uncovered any particular choices already made (regarding tariff structure).
GTS has presented these reports and discussed the results with stakeholders in the market
session of 15 September 2017.
Brattle presented four desirable features to maintain in the Dutch gas market:
uuA Liquid Trading Hub: As described in chapter 1, the TTF has developed into the most
liquid gas trading hub in Europe by several measures. A liquid hub provides many
benefits including price transparency, ease of risk management, and facilitation of
competition, all of which contribute to lower costs for end users.
uuSecurity of Supply: Dutch gas supply is robust against major supply disruptions,
including significant, ‘N-1’ type supply outages or interruptions of Russian gas supply.
uuCompetitive Gas Market: The Dutch gas market is relatively competitive at both the
retail and wholesale levels. The Netherlands scores well on the competition metrics
of the Gas Target Model (GTM) at the wholesale level, and the relatively high levels of
end user switching between suppliers indicate that competition in the retail market is
effective.
uuTransit Flows: Transit flows provide several benefits to the Dutch gas market, such as
lowering gas costs to Dutch consumers, and contributing to hub liquidity.
In the market session of 28 September 2017 we have presented two scenarios: one based
on the storyline of “Competitive Market, Attract gas” underpinning the importance of the
desirable features; the other one is more or less based on the counter factual RPM. The figure
below summarises the two scenarios.
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NC TAR element

Scenario 1: Competitive Market, Scenario 2: Counter factual
Attract gas

Services

All-in (TT, QC, BT, BAT, AT):

TT: Obligatory TS

Obligatory TS

QC, BT*, BAT*, AT: Choice, NTS

Distance dependency in tariffs
(RPM)

No (Postage stamp)

Yes (Counter factual CWD)

Entry/Exit revenue split

0%-100%

50%-50%

Storage discount

50% (exit side)

50%

LNG discount

-

0%

Multiplier/seasonal

One system for all points: NC TAR Non-IP: Keep current monthly
factors system
based
Multiplier: German multipliers

IP: German multipliers

Seasonal:

Seasonal:

Apply NC TAR seasonal algorithm
Apply NC TAR seasonal
for all IP’s
algorithm, with parameter
power=2 for two groups: Off take
with temperature dependency
(LDC exit, L-gas exit)

Also in the market session of 28 September 2017 market parties have reacted on the
presented scenarios and gave their first preferences. Written responses have been received in
the week after. Not all parties were able to provide a company or representative organisation
view due to the short reaction period.
Initial & informal market response – general remarks
uuParties acknowledge market developments, appreciate pro-active GTS approach and
agree that the Dutch gas market currently is well-functioning and that this should be
retained. The four main desirable features are:
- Effective competition
- Liquid hub
- Security of Supply
- Transit flow
uuParties acknowledge that attracting gas is beneficial for the Dutch gas market
uuThe implementation proposal should be NC TAR compliant
uuA transition period may be helpful to adapt to a new tariff structure
uuIncentives for efficient investment and operation and use of the system should be in
place.
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Initial & informal market response – elements
uuSeveral stakeholders do believe that 0%-100% entry/exit revenue split is beneficial for
attracting gas and optimal TTF commodity price and are in favour of such a split.
uuSome parties address that the expected optimal TTF commodity price cannot be proven
upfront in combination with facing higher transport cost at their exit.
uuSome parties are concerned that higher exit tariffs harm transit flows.
uuSome parties suggest to maintain the current split of 35%-65%, which may also serve
as a starting point to a multi-step development to a 0%-100% split.
uuSome parties are in favour of a 50%-50% split
uuIn case of a 0%-100% split, several issues need to be solved: Contracting, nominating,
preventing possible hoarding, right incentives for investments (particularly at entry
points), considering impact on long term contracts.
uuSupport for lowest required storage discount (50%), although some parties are in
favour of a 100% discount
uuLittle support for LNG discount
uuMultipliers (short term vs long term contracting): support for applying higher
multipliers in relation to shorter term contracts.
uuSeasonal (cold vs warm contracting period): mixed response, full range between no and
maximum seasonality
uuSupport for one multiplier/seasonal methodology on all points

Based on all the stakeholder input we have developed a draft proposal which has been
presented and explained on the market session of 13 October 2017. Our proposal has been
derived from Scenario 1 “Competitive Market, Attract gas” (see above) and is explained
in Chapter 2 of this report. All of the presented information during the different market
sessions can be found on our website24.

24

h
 ttps://www.gasunietransportservices.nl/en/shippers/shippers-information/implementation-process-of-the-european-network-code
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6. The counter factual RPM
The Capacity weighted distance methodology defined in Article 8 is not the default RPM, but
serves as counter factual RPM with a prescribed entry/exit split of 50%-50%25. The resulting
indicative reference prices of the proposed postage stamp RPM shall be compared with the
resulting indicative reference prices of the counter factual. The NC TAR does not provide any
further assessment framework.
Services
The counter factual RPM should be applied to all NC TAR transmission services. In the NC TAR
there is actually no description of the applicable transmission services to be used. Therefore
we have to make a choice which NC TAR services should be considered.
A logical and pragmatic approach is to define the current statutory tasks which are in the
scope of NC TAR (TT, QC, BT, BAT, AT) one on one to a NC TAR service (based on scenario 226).
We define different services, because in our opinion not all services have distance as a cost
driver.
Those services which do not have distance as a cost driver will not be a obligatory
transmission service, which means that there is a choice: either transmission or
non- transmission service.
When using a RPM with distance as a cost driver (which is the case when applying the
counter factual as RPM) we are of the opinion that it is logical to define all services which do
not have distance as a cost driver as non-transmission service. If one would define a service
without distance as a cost driver, as a transmission service then that service would receive a
tariff which is distance related, which is not logical and desirable.
Distance dependency
NC TAR gives some indications about the meaning of the concept of “distance”, which we
will use. In Article 8:
uu“ Where entry points and exit points can be combined in a relevant flow scenario, the
shortest distance of the pipeline routes between an entry point or a cluster of entry
points and an exit point or a cluster of exit points”
uu“ The weighted average distance for an entry point or a cluster of entry points” to all exit
points and
uu“ The weighted average distance for an exit point or a cluster of exit points” to all entry
points
We conclude that “distance” should be considered as the length of the path the gas travels
along the pipeline from an entry point to an exit point.
25 From NC TAR:
•R
 ecital: “Where the proposed reference price methodology is other than the capacity weighted distance reference
price methodology, the latter should serve as a counter factual for comparison with the proposed reference price
methodology”.
• from article 26.1a.vi: “where the proposed reference price methodology is other than the capacity weighted
distance reference price methodology detailed in Article 8, its comparison against the latter accompanied by the
information set out in point (iii);”
• f rom article 26.1a.iii: “the indicative reference prices subject to consultation”.
26 See chapter 5
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Cost driver means a key determinant of the transmission system operator’s activity which is
correlated to the costs of that transmission system operator, such as distance or technical
capacity.
For the services QC and AT it is clear that distance is not a cost driver. This means that both
services are not an obligatory transmission service. For the services BT and BAT we will
explain below (market parties did ask for an explanation during one of the market sessions )
why we conclude that both BT and BAT do not have distance as a cost driver and are therefore
not an obligatory transmission service.
Does Balancing (BT) have distance as a cost driver?
From the simple network at the right, one can see that the distance
of exit B and C to the entry is twice the distance between the entry

Entry

and exit A. The main question to be answered is: Is the distance
and the difference in distances a key determinant in the costs for
“Balancing”.
Formulated in another way: Do the costs of the service “Balancing”
offered at exit point A, differ from the same service at exit points B
and C. If the costs do differ, than a differentiated tariff for different
exit points could be justified.
The service “balancing” offers shippers available buffer flexibility
(“Dutch: buffer ruimte”) in the network. This buffer flexibility can be
used to keep the network sufficiently balanced in case there is an

Exit A

imbalance between the total flow at entry points and the total flow
at exit points.
The available buffer flexibility, depends on the system load (high
pressure drop leads to a low buffer flexibility) and the level of
imbalance of the total system (total entry minus total exit). Hence,
it is a system characteristic, not a ‘point’ characteristic.
The “balancing” service is therefore available for all points at the
same level. In other words if either exit A or exit B or exit C would
be the causer of the same imbalance then the available buffer
flexibility is the same in all three situations.

Exit C
The distance between exit and entry is therefore not a key
determinant for the associated buffer costs. Distance is therefore
not a cost driver for the Balancing service. The Balancing service (BT)
does not qualify as an obligatory transmission service.
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Exit B

Does “Existing connection service (BAT)” have distance as a cost driver?
The three connections at exit A, B and C, in the simple network above, are identical (same
configuration, same size, same age etc.). The distance from exit B and C to the entry is twice
the distance of exit A to the entry.
Is this distance (and the difference of distances) a key determinant in the costs of the
activity “existing connections”?. Formulated in another way, do the costs of connection
service at exit A differ from the costs for the same service at exit B and C in case of identical
connections?
The costs of the connection service will be determined by the configuration of the
connection. In this example all three connections are identical, so the costs of the
connection services for all three points are identical. The distance of the exit point to
the entry point is irrelevant for the costs of the service. Distance is therefore not a key
determinant for the associated connection costs. Distance is therefore not a cost driver for
the existing connection service. The existing connection service (BAT) does not qualify as an
obligatory transmission service.
Basic assumptions using the counter factual RPM
uuAll entry points connected to all exit points and vice versa
uuDistance calculated along the pipeline via mixing station to cope with G-gas and H-gas
system, from entry point to exit point (From entry GOS to exit GOS)
uuTranslation from physical GOS to “ virtual” network point: when multiple GOS on a
network point (exit point or entry point) then distance calculated as arithmetic mean
of GOS distances.
uuNet areas (clustering of multiple physical GOS): distance calculated as arithmetic mean
of GOS/former network point distances.
uuVIP location based on the technical capacity weighted distance of the underlying
physical IP’s, because after introduction of VIP’s the former underlying IP’s do not longer
exist. There is no forecasted contracted capacity anymore on those IP’s.
uuForecasted contracted capacity identical to ‘rekenvolume’ (T-2) in Tariff proposal 2018
uuAllowed revenues for different tasks identical to tariff proposal 2018 (see chapter 4)
uuTransport service (TT) as an obligatory transmission service; Counter factual RPM is
used to calculate reference price
uuQC, BT, BAT and AT as non-transmission service: postage stamp tariff conform current
situation
-

QC, BT: one postage stamp for all points

-	BAT: one postage stamp for applicable points (production entry, storage entry,
industry exit)
-

AT: one postage stamp for applicable entry points

uuEntry/exit revenue split of 50%-50% applied to transmission service revenue part (TT)
uuStorage discount is 50%, rescaling applied on transmission services revenue part,
rescaling over all points
uuLNG discount is 0%
uuCost Allocation Assessment (CAA) : Cost driver is forecasted contracted capacity
multiplied by the capacity weighted distance.
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Below the results have been aggregated on segment level. These results of the counter
factual and also the indicative tariffs per network point can be calculated using the web
based tariff calculation tool, available through our website.27
The “average tariff” is calculated using the revenues of the specific segment divided by the
forecasted contracted capacity for that segment.
NC TAR “Counter factual”
Segment

% revenue

Minimum tariff
(€/kWh/h/y)

Average tariff
(€/kWh/h/y)

Maximum tariff
(€/kWh/h/y)

Entry border point

12,0%

€ 1,157

€ 1,762

€ 1,815

Entry production point

18,0%

€ 1,481

€ 1,796

€ 2,246

Entry storage

16,8%

€ 0,886

€ 1,080

€ 1,156

Exit border point

25,0%

€ 0,822

€ 1,706

€ 2,230

Exit industrial point
Exit local distribution point
Exit storage

7,6%

€ 0,955

€ 1,715

€ 2,626

17,6%

€ 0,821

€ 1,460

€ 2,417

3,0%

€ 0,504

€ 0,606

€ 0,793

CAA before price adjustments

0%

CAA after price adjustments

5%

27 See: https://www.gasunietransportservices.nl/en/shippers/shippers-information/tariff-calculation-tool
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7. Calculation of indicative seasonal factors
Based on the forecasted contract capacity (“rekenvolumes”) for 2018 we have calculated the
indicative monthly seasonal factors. The calculation algorithm for the monthly seasonal
factors can be found on the GTS website28.

In the table below the numerical values of the indicative monthly seasonal factors are
shown.
Multiplier range 1-1,4; Power=2
Month

Seasonal factor

Forecasted contracted capacity
(kWh/h)

1

1,987

71.118.761

2

1,978

70.967.378

3

1,132

53.690.204

4

1,038

51.393.501

5

0,612

39.468.186

6

0,568

38.014.531

7

0,544

37.220.445

8

0,541

37.101.581

9

0,551

37.440.608

10

0,899

47.841.882

11

1,075

52.315.374

12

1,864

68.882.379

28	https://www.gasunietransportservices.nl/en/shippers/shippers-information/implementation-process-of-the-european-network-code
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8.	Calculation methodology of forecasted
contracted capacity
We will use multipliers and seasonal factors.
Suppose we have the following multipliers for the following standard capacity products:
uuDaily: Md
uuMonthly: Mm
uuQuarterly: Mq
Suppose we have seasonal factors for the following standard capacity products:
uuSFD: Seasonal factors for daily product
uuSFM: Seasonal factors for monthly product
uuSFQ: Seasonal factors for quarterly product

Standard

Capacity

capacity

(kWh/h)

Period

Monthly

Daily

Capacity value calculation taking

seasonal

seasonal

seasonal

into account multipliers and

factor

factor

factor

seasonal factors

Multiplier Quarterly

product

(D= duration of product expressed
in days)
Yearly

10000

10000

Quarterly

10000

Q3

Mq

Monthly

10000

February

Mm

SFQq3
SFMfeb

Mq * SFQq3 * (D / 365) * 10000

10000

July

Mm

SFMjul

Daily

10000

3 January

Md

10000

5 April

Md

SFDapr

Md * SFDapr * (D / 365) * 10000

10000

28 August Md

SFDaug

Md * SFDaug * (D / 365) * 10000

Mm * SFMfeb * (D / 365) * 10000
Mm * SFMjul * (D / 365) * 10000
SFDjan

Md * SFDjan * (D / 365) * 10000

Yearly

Sum of above is yearly capacity

capacity

total on a network point and is

total

input for RPM

The forecasted contracted capacity will be calculated as above.
Remark: Within-day capacity will be treated similar to daily capacity, changing the factor (D
/365) by (H / 8760) .
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9. Examples interruptible capacity
Example: forward interruptible

Example: backhaul level 1
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10.	Other GTS activities that do not qualify as a
NC TAR Service
GTS provides a wide range of services and activities to shippers. The services as part of the
NC TAR scope, allocated to transmission and non-transmissions services, are referred to
as Primary Services. In this chapter the ‘other’ activities are described. These activities do
not qualify as a NC TAR service and are therefore not part of the NC TAR consultation. These
activities will be evaluated by GTS in parallel with the NC TAR consultation and in due time
described in the regular (European or Dutch) gas codes and/or in the general terms and
conditions supplement to the Dutch gas codes (hereafter: TSC29). The following categories of
activities are concerned:
Associated primary service
A service which is associated to a primary service and automatically/implicitly contracted at
the same time the primary service is contracted.
Secondary products, amendments and conditions
A secondary product can be requested by market parties only in case a primary service has
been contracted. These products can be contracted separately from the primary service.
Amendments can be requested only in case a primary service is contracted and amends
the primary private agreement. Conditions concern rights and obligations concerning the
contracted services as laid down in the private law agreements.
Associated primary services are set in the regular (European or Dutch) gas codes. Secondary
products, amendments and conditions are set in the regular gas code and/or the TSC.
Activities belonging to these categories are described in the table below.
Activity category
Associated primary service

Oversubscription and Buy Back (OBB),
Auction premium,
Balancing action and
Line pack Flexibility Service (LFS)

Secondary products,
Amendments
and conditions

Diversion,
Shift of capacity,
Assignment (full transfer of all rights and obligations or ToC),
Transfer of usage rights (ToU),
Surrender of capacity,
Capacity conversion,
Decrease of capacity,
Start-up service,
Gas heating compensation,
Capacity exceeding’s,
Overshoot agreement,
SFA conditions,
Capacity reduction due to transport restrictions, reconciliation,
Metering/allocation correction

29 T
 SC: Transmission Service Conditions which are the general conditions concerning the transmission of gas and
the performance of related services as part of agreements between GTS and shipper or end user with exit capacity.
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For the activities diversion, assignment and the transfer of usage rights we propose to
remove the administrative fee.
For ‘other’ activities GTS wants to – in parallel to the NC TAR consultation - examine if the
activities match with the described virtual system. Issues that have to be examined are (not
limited to):
uuif activities meet the framework of the virtual system or are supplementary to the
proposed postage stamp for the All-in service and will remain as an activity?
uuIn addition, we want to examine if there are activities which will become less
interesting within a virtual system or more interesting or even missing
uuif conditions and/or tariffs can be simplified.

We will use the coming months to examine the above mentioned issues, striving to obtain
a transparent and simple package of activities. GTS will consult market parties about the
intended changes and where necessary change proposal to the Dutch gas codes and/or the
TSC will be made.
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